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ABSTRACT:

Measuring positions, velocities and accelerations/decelerations of individual vehicles in congested traffic with standard traffic moni-
toring equipment, such as inductive loops, are not feasible. The behavior of drivers in the different traffic situations, as re-quired for
microscopic traffic flow models, is still not sufficiently known. Remote sensing and computer vision technology are recently being used
to solve this problem. In this study we use video images taken from a helicopter above a fixed point of the highway.
We address the problem of tracking the movement of previously detected vehicles through a stabilized video sequence. We combine
two approaches, optical flow and matching based tracking, improve them by adding constraints and using scale space.
Feature elements, i.e. the corners, lines, regions and outlines of each car, are extracted first. Then, optical-flow is used to find for
each pixel in the interior of a car the corresponding pixel in the next image, by inserting the brightness model. Normalized cross
correlation matching is used at the corners of the car. Different pixels are used for solving the aperture problem of optical flow and for
the template matching area: neighboring pixel and feature pixels. The image boundary, road line boundaries, maximum speed of the
car, and positions of surrounding cars are used as constraints. Ideally, the result of each pixel of a car should give the same displacement
because cars are rigid objects.

1. INTRODUCTION

Traffic congestion is an important problem in modern society. A
lot of money and time is wasted in traffic jams. Car crashes and
accidents are more frequent during busy traffic conditions. Sev-
eral efforts are made to tackle this problem: better facilities and
regulations should improve the situation on existing roads while
the number of the roads is extended as well.

Traffic congestion is highly dependent on the behavior of indi-
vidual drivers. For example, reaction times and lane-changing
techniques vary from driver to driver. Therefore it is useful to
model the behavior of individual drivers, as well as the interac-
tion between drivers, before new decisions and regulations for
traffic congestion control are initiated. Current traffic theories are
not yet able to correctly model the behavior of drivers during con-
gested or nearly congested traffic flow, taking individual driver’s
behavior into account. For this so-called microscopic traffic mod-
els are needed. Vast amounts of data are required to set up those
models and determine their parameters.

Traffic parameter extraction with airborne video data is recently
getting popular. Automatic extraction of traffic parameters is a
computer vision task. For traffic parameter extraction, informa-
tion about each vehicle is needed during the period of time the
vehicle is present in the scene. A possible solution is to detect a
vehicle in a video frame when it enters the scene and then track it
in successive frames.

The video is recorded by a camera mounted on a helicopter. Since
we want to model the behavior of as many vehicles (drivers) as
possible, we attempt to cover a large highway section, leading
to the lowest spatial resolution that accuracy requirements allow.
Typically we use a spatial resolution (pixel size) between 25 and
50 cm.

Helicopter movement invokes camera motion in addition to ob-
ject (i.e. vehicle) motion. We have removed camera motion with

the method describes in (Hoogendoorn et al. 2003) and (Hoogen-
doorn et al. 2003). Unwanted areas outside the road boundary are
eliminated by (Gorte et al. 2005).

In earlier work, vehicles were detected by a difference method
(Hoogendoorn et al. 2003), which requires involvement of an
operator when automatic detection fails. This is often the case
with cars having low contrast against the background (dark cars
on a dark road surface). We used cross correlation matching for
tracking. This works well in the case of distinct features with
homogeneous movements. In this case it is less sensitive to the
illumination change. However it is too sensitive to similarities in
texture or brightness.

To improve the performance of tracking, we investigate the use
of optical flow methods in this paper. Improvement with respect
to least square matching (Atkinson 1996) is expected because of
the additional time element in the optical flow equation.

Optical flow method is sensitive to small (even sub-pixel) move-
ments. This sensitivity may be helpful for tracking cars that are
similar to the background.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2. we present re-
lated work. Section 3. discusses zero cross correlation match-
ing method, in section 4. gradient based optical flow method by
assumption of constraint and linear model of brightness is dis-
cussed. Feature selection and constraints are described in the re-
sult redundancy exploitation section. We give results in section
6. and conclusions in section 7..

2. RELATED WORK

Automatic object tracking receives attention in computer vision
for a very diverse range of applications.

Matching methods are largely used in video tracking. As men-
tioned earlier, they are quit good in distinctive objects. However



they have a problem with repeated patterns, areas with similar in-
tensities and very large displacements, all of which occur in car
tracking from helicopter sequences. Optical flow is the alterna-
tive way in tracking. However, it is a challenging task in our
sequence with different motion sources.

(Haussecker and Fleet 2001) described physical model for differ-
ent brightness variation. They improved the optical flow equation
in the different brightness condition, linear and nonlinear. While
using complicated model is more suited for a big object because
of increasing the number of parameters.

There are two different methods for tracking: feature based and
region based. The feature based method have some advantages in
case of occlusions and changing intensities. Even if some part of
an object is occluded by another object, remaining visible points
may still be detected. (Smith and Brady 1995), (Smith 1998)
and (Coifmanet al. 1998) used feature based methods in vehicle
tracking. Region based methods preserve the shape of objects
and the chance of wrong correspondences is decreasing. However
there is a strong possibility to loose the tracking in occludes areas,
which may occur in dense traffic. (Cohen and Medioni 1999)
proposed a graph representation of moving objects in the tracking
of regions.

(Partsineveloset al. 2005) presented a method called ACENT
(Attributed-aided classification of entangled trajectories) for solv-
ing the ambiguity in tracking specially in the entangling of differ-
ent trajectories together.

The approach presented in this paper modifies highway vehicle
tracking with combination of different results. The results of
the different methods of matching and optical flow considering
constant or linear variation of brightness are cooperate the final
result. Different features (pixels inside the car and corner us-
ing neighbors the car boundary and region) are used in different
method. Therefore redundant results are provided. Using differ-
ent constraint such as maximum speed, image and road boundary,
and neighboring cars suppress errors. Initial value improves the
results.

3. ZERO NORMALIZED CROSS CORRELATION

This method is based on the searching of a template window (the
neighboring window around of a specific pixel in the first image)
in the searching area in the second window. For each pixel in
the searching area, neighboring pixels make a new window with
the same size of template window. The below-equation is used to
calculate correlation between two template area in two successive
images:

ρ =

∑

w
[Ii1(x,y)−I1][Ii2(x−u,y−v)−I2]

√
∑

w
[Ii1(x,y)−I1]2

∑

w
[Ii2(x−u,y−v)−I2]2

(1)

which w shows the neighboring-pixel positions in the first im-
age,u andv are displacement of specific pixel. For the simplic-
ity of zero normalized cross correlation (ZNCC),I(x1(i), y1(i)),
which shows the brightness of the first image for the pointi, is
replaced withIi1(x, y). In the similar way,Ii2(x, y) shows the
brightness of pointi in the second image.

The maximum ZNCC indicates the best match of the specific
pixel.

ZNCC is a suitable method for tracking of distinctive features.
There is an ambiguity in the area with similar brightness or sim-
ilar texture. Therefore only corner points are tracked with this
method.

4. OPTICAL FLOW METHOD

A proposed method by (Lucas and Kanade ) is used to calculated
the displacement of each detected point in the different frames. It
is assumed that the brightness of a pixel belonging to a moving
feature or object is remaining fixed in consecutive frames. This
assumption is mathematically translated to the below form:

I(x1, y1, t1) = I(x2, y2, t2) (2)

In the above equation,I, xi, yi, andti denote brightness, spatial
coordinate and time in the first and second image frame. The
Taylor series expands the above equation to the spatiotemporal
elements but only the first order is used. It is assumed that there is
only translational movement. Therefore we rewrite the equation
into the form of gradient elements as:

I(x1, y1, t1) = I(x1 + u, y1 + v, t1 + dt)
Ixu + Iyu = −It

(3)

whereu andv are displacement values in x and y directions re-
spectively. We also call them the optical flow parameters.Ix, Iy,
andIt refer to the gradients in spaces and time. Equation 3 is the
well-known optical flow constraint equation (OFCE) or bright-
ness change constraint equation (BCCE).

The OFCE is simplified to the non-linear observation equation
(Teunissen 2003), (Jahne 2001):

y = A(x) + e (4)

, or
E(y) = A(x) (5)

in which A =
[

Ix Iy

]

, y =
[

It

]

, andx =
[

û v̂
]T

are respectively coefficient, observation, and parameter matrices.

The only parameters of the OFCE are translations, i.e., optical
flow parameters. At least two pixels are required for solving the
equation. All pixels used for solving the equation for a specific
pixel are assumed to have the same displacement vector (the same
optical flow parameters) as that specific pixel.

In the OFCE, space and time gradients (Ix, Iy, andIt) play the
important role of constructing the coefficient and observation ma-
trix.

The gradients in are calculated from two consecutive images in
order to include both time and space in Equation 3. The below-
convolution matrices are respectively used to calculate the space,
x and y, and time gradients:

Cx =

[

−1 1
−1 1

]

, Cy =

[

−1 −1
1 1

]

, Ct =

[

1 1
1 1

]

.

Figure 1 shows the displacement results using optical flow as-
suming the constant brightness model. The amount and direction
of each displacement is depicted by the magnitude and direction
of the arrow.

Initial values are required to correctly calculate the optical flow
parameters. With the good estimation of the initial value, the
chance to find an incorrect correspondence is decreasing.

The area which is used to calculate the gradients and then the
optical flow parameters is updated by the initial values.
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Figure 1. Displacement of each inside-car pixel in between two
consecutive frames: the first and the second row show two con-
secutive images; the displacement result for each pixel is pre-
sented by an arrow

Firstly, the optical flow parameters are calculated in the most
coarse resolution. Then they are again calculated in a finer reso-
lution using the scaled results of the previous level. This process
is continued until the original scale is reached.

When the displacements between pixels in the different succes-
sive frames are large, the chance of getting wrong results is in-
creasing. Using the results from a coarser scale improves the
results in the following step and reduces the chance of errors.

The following algorithm describes the tracking process which is
used in our implementation.

for frame = 1 to Nframes do

for scale = coarse to fine do

repeat

for feature type in {points, corner,

boundary, region} do

until the observation error is less than a

threshold

end

end

The result of each pixel is independent to the results of the other
pixels. With this approach, a wrong result can not infect the other
results.

4.1 LINEAR BRIGHTNESS MODEL

Using a linear model is suggested in the case of changing bright-
ness. Consequently the linear brightness model is substituted for
the OFCE. This is translated mathematically as follows:

I(x1, y1, t1) = aI(x2, y2, t2) + b (6)

I(x1, y1, t1) = a(I(x1, y1, t1) + aIxu + aIyv + agt + b) (7)

if both sides of the equation are divided bya one obtains:

Ixu + Iyv + It +
a − 1

a
I(x1, y1, t1) +

b

a
= − gt (8)

The parametersa−1
a

and b
a

are changed tok1 andk2 respectively.

Ixu + Iyv + It + k1I(x1, y1, t1) + k2 = − gt (9)

Non-linear least square approach (Teunissen 2003) similar to the
OFCE is used to solve the above equation by determining 4 pa-
rameter valuesu, v, a, andb compared to the above. Just the
coefficient matrix,A =

[

Ix Iy I 1
]

, and parameter

matrix,x =
[

û v̂ k1 k2

]T
, are changed.

5. RESULT REDUNDANCY EXPLOITATION

None of the above-described methods can give the correct re-
sults independently in the case of changing brightness and shape.
Therefore in this paper we try to provide the correct results as
much as possible for each vehicle.

According to the Equation 9 and OFCE, only a few pixels are
required to solve these equation. These pixels should have the
same displacement. In the conventional method the neighboring
pixels in the specific window area are used to solve the equation
OFCE. Here we have used another pixel as well. In the ideal
case the results should be the same using different pixels. But
because of unavoidable errors occurring in brightness and shape
variations the results are in general not the same. Therefore we
should decide whether a solution is correct or incorrect. Finally
we get a correct value for the displacement using the redundancy
in the results.

The objective of this section is to describe how to provide the dif-
ferent results obtained using different methods, area based match-
ing and optical flow, as well as using different pixels.

5.1 FEATURE SELECTION

Extraction of car features is required to prepare the redundant ex-
ploitation of results. These features are car pixel, region, bound-
ary, and corner.

Displacement of each pixel inside the car is calculated using op-
tical flow. The OFCE is provided by the optical flow elements.
The 3× 3 neighboring pixels are participating in the OFCE to
calculate the displacement of the central pixel.

The car region is extracted using a reference image (Hoogen-
doorn et al. 2003). The first frame is reduced from the refer-
ence image being made median of whole frames. The car region
is obtained by a threshold and using morphological operations.
However the whole vehicle can not be detected by this method.
It is highly dependent on the reference image and the selected
threshold. Instability of the helicopter and variable weather con-
ditions change the brightness of the road surface and the road
lines, even in successive frames. Due to the brightness changing
of fixed objects and similarity between dark car and the road sur-
face brightness, a small threshold inserts a lot of errors and while
a big threshold causes the dark cars to get lost. In this paper the
dark cars are detected manually. The fully automatic detection of
vehicles is suggested for the future.

The car boundary is extracted from the region by a morphologi-
cal operation. The extracted car-regions are eroded by structural



element with all array one and then is reduced from the region
image. The result is produced the car boundaries.

Harris method (Harris and Stephens 1988) is used to detect points
automatically inside the road boundary. Using set theory removes
the points which do not belong to the car region. The only car
points are accepted as the final results. Manual detection is ex-
tracted the rest of the car-corner points which are not extracted
by automatic method.

As it described above, the different pixels are used to solve the
OFCE. The tracking by the region and boundary pixels is work-
ing in the similar way. They preserve the shape as well as the
brightness characteristics. Therefore the results are more reliable.

To avoid of complexity of gradient calculation, both images are
convolved toCx, Cy, andCt. Then in each image according to
the position of selected pixels the convoluted results are extracted
and combined.

In iteration only the position of pixels in the second image and
thus their gradient are updated.

In the other features, corner and inside pixels, because of using
neighboring pixels, the fast and easiest way of calculating gradi-
ents is convolution ofCx, Cy, andCt in only this region and then
combination of them.

The region are extended one pixel in all sides for correct calcula-
tion of gradient. After the whole gradient calculation, one pixel
from all sides are removed. In the same way as boundary and
region, only the pixels of the second image are updated.

5.2 CONSTRAINT

The wrong results especially because of the similar brightness or
texture are discarded using boundary constraints. The road and
image boundary, maximum speed of car and speed of neighboring
cars are used as the boundary constraints.

The quality of data also is determined before calculation of re-
sults.

∣

∣AT A
∣

∣ should not be zero otherwise the equation OFCE
and Equation 9 are undetermined. Theρ (in ZNCC equation)
near zero is also shows the low quality of data for finding the cor-
responding point. In these cases, the result before calculation is
discarded.

6. RESULTS

We stabilized the helicopter sequence by a semi-automatic method
(Hoogendoornet al. 2003). We have implemented our algorithms
in Matlab. Here we focus on the difficult situations where the
tracking by other methods is failed in earlier work (Hoogendoorn
et al. 2003).

Figure 2 introduces the difficult situations inside our dataset: Sim-
ilar brightness in the truck image, similar structure in a black car
near the road stripe (represented by a red ellipsoid around the
black car and a yellow one around the road stripe) and the ambi-
guity in a car boundary for both black and white car.

Another reason for tracking errors is variation in brightness for
both black and white cars. As it is demonstrated in Figure 3, the
variation for a specific pixel is very large.

In the above-represented situations, tracking is prone to the wrong
results. The results for missing pixel are presented in Figure 4.

In Figure 5, car region, boundary and corner points are extracted
in the semi automatic method as described in section 5.1.

The results are improved especially using initial value provided
by scale space and boundary constraints. The boundary and re-
gion pixels, instead of neighboring pixel of each inside-car pixel
calculate the displacement of the car in the successive frames.
The results are displayed in Figure 6.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented the method for the long-term vehicle
tracking from aerial video images. We have developed a track-
ing method based on optical flow using scale space and ZNCC
method. The scale space prepared initial value in finding corresponding-
stage in the next frame and tracking in the other frames as well.
Boundary constraints removed the wrong results.

The experiments show promising results even in very difficult sit-
uations such as a dark car in a dark background, small vehicle
size, large numbers of vehicles and similar vehicles as well as
similar texture.

Using the ZNCC method for corner points, decreases the chance
of finding wrong results. Border and region pixels preserve shape
as well as brightness. The results also confirmed it. The constant
brightness assumption however is not always held for every pixel
but for most of them give a correct result. Linear model of bright-
ness is not a correct assumption for every cases but for most of
the pixels are correct. However the results of constant bright-
ness assumption are lost after longer frames than linear model of
brightness in the similar situation and also using scale space and
boundary constraints.

The decision about the best result among redundant results should
be constructed based on rigid object assumption which will be
presented elsewhere.
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Figure 2. Problems: similar brightness (top left); similar texture (top right);ambiguity in edges (down)
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Figure 4. Missing of point tracking: pixel tracking is lost in the third frame
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Figure 5. Feature extraction: Image frame (top left); vehicle region extraction (top right); vehicle boundary extraction (down left);
corner point extraction (down right)
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